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  About Four Ties Lit Review 

Four Ties Lit Review is an independent literary online magazine 

with the goal of publishing twice yearly. We are committed to 

the idea that creative writing and graphic arts are forms of 

expression that are essential to a thriving modern culture. 

We aim to publish writing and art that appeal to the widest 

range of readers, but is still intellectually stimulating and 

meaningful. 

We invite submissions of fiction, poetry, non-fiction, and art, as 

well as essays on the art and craft of creative writing, 

interviews, book reviews, and letters to the Editor. 

We encourage you to share our magazine and vision with your 

friends and family. 
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Chasing Zero by Jean Ryan 
 

Garret has a head cold. Naturally he’s in a foul mood. His world has stopped. 

His supervisors won’t be happy either. They need his nose, and especially now. There’s a 

big contract looming and they want the formula he’s been working on: an energy drink 

for a new company called Game On. Other flavorists could fill in, but when it comes to 

crafting power potions no one is better than Garret.  

Energy drinks, Garret says, don’t have to taste great, they just need something that 

suggests potency: spikey notes, a punishing edge. Carbonation is not enough. Garret is 

working with a chemical that makes your tongue tingle, along with another compound 

that turns your lips numb, at least for a minute or two. 

He works for Perception, the biggest company in this city. They’ve been making flavors 

and fragrances forever, and on days the wind doesn’t blow you can smell all sorts of 

things. Some days it’s bubble gum, as if there’s a big pink tent of the stuff stretched 

above our heads; other days, the odor of Peking Duck wafts through our doors and 

windows.  

Most of our friends work at the plant (I say “our,” but they’re really Garret’s friends). 

Every month or so Randy, Koby, Guy and Christie come over for pizza and beer. Randy 

is married, though I’ve never seen his wife. Koby and Guy are single—no mystery to me. 

The oddest duck is Christie. Built like a wrestler, she’s a one-of-the-guys kind of girl—

swears like a sailor, loves to watch football, uses the word “dude” too much. Her hair is 

platinum and she has a fake tan, but she’s a long way from pretty. They always stay late, 

talking politics or sports or movies—anything but work. Firms that buy flavors from 

Perception are not keen on people knowing what deals they’ve made with the company, 

so everything is done on the QT. The smallest slip of the tongue and you’re gone. 

Secrecy is such a big deal that outside the plant, co-workers don’t mention their work, 

even to each other. Still, I’ve learned plenty. I’ve lived with Garret for over two years and 

he’s told me some things you wouldn’t believe, like why a certain company’s French 

fries taste so good. I’m saving all these tidbits. I write them down in a little spiral 

notebook that I keep under the bathroom sink in a box of tampons. Lately, Garret hasn’t 

been sharing any secrets and I bet he wishes he’d never confided in me. I want to think he 

stays with me out of love, but who knows? 

I am at the kitchen counter quartering some nice fat Chandler strawberries. “Do you want 

some of these?” I ask. 

He lowers the newspaper and looks at the bright heap of berries on the cutting board. “No 

thanks.” 

“Well, you have to eat something—you’re sick. You want some toast?” 

He frowns, considers. “Yeah, okay.” 

Garret is afraid of colds; he’d sooner suffer a broken arm. He starts thinking he’ll never 

be able to smell again and I have to keep assuring him that he’ll be fine.  

The nose is everything, I’ve learned. We taste with our noses. We discover with our 

noses. We remember with our noses. The brain, Garret says, began with the nose.  

My friend Dawna fell in love with a psychiatrist. He made good money and he was 

reasonably attractive, but she wound up leaving him because she couldn’t shake the fear 

that he was analyzing her. I know what she went through. Living with Garret, I worry 
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about how I smell, especially, you know, certain times of the month. As you can imagine, 

I’m extra careful, and not just with that. I get my teeth cleaned four times a year now.  

 I pop a slice of multi-grain into the toaster and pour a glass of orange juice, and then I 

use the tip of my knife to turn a strawberry into a little red fan, which I place on Garret’s 

plate. 

 I look at food differently now; I think about the insides, the chemistry. There’s a lot 

going on in this berry, hundreds of different molecules, some we can smell, some we 

can’t—unless something is evaporating we can’t smell it at all. In Garret’s lab at the plant 

there are thousands of little brown bottles filled with different flavors. One time he 

brought one home for me that smelled just like a Mojito. He was proud of that one. I 

think they turned it into a breath mint. 

It takes a lot of expensive equipment to break down the chemical structure of  something 

and then figure out which molecules matter most. At Perception they call this process 

“chasing zero” and it can take years. Sometimes it feels like that’s what I’m doing with 

Garret, trying to get to the truth of him. I listen to everything he says, even when he’s just 

complaining, even when he’s had too many Bud Lights; I watch how he eats his dinner, 

which foods he goes for first, what he leaves behind; I study the positions he sleeps in, 

the way he shoves a fist under his chin; I even open my eyes when we’re having sex so I 

can see the expressions on his face. He grimaces a lot, makes faces that used to scare me. 

Sex is strange business.  

 

                                                              * 

 

After Garret leaves for work I feed the turtles. One strawberry apiece, plus a turnip leaf, a 

slice of mushroom and an earthworm. Richard always goes for the live food first; Liz 

goes for the most colorful—she loves berries.   

Garret is not much interested in these turtles. He inherited Richard from a friend  who 

died and I think he’s still resentful of the care involved (even though I’m the one doing 

all the caring). Richard was a bachelor when I moved in. He spent his days moving back 

and forth between a shallow pan of water and the clay pot he hid under. The first time I 

saw him, alone in that big wooden box, I couldn’t understand.   

“You just have the one?” I asked, turning to Garret. 

“He eats,” Garret shrugged. “He’s fine.”  

I did not believe that. I will never believe that. I read an article once about a man in 

California who wanted to stage a live nativity scene. He somehow acquired a camel for 

this purpose, which he decided to keep as a pet. This guy had plenty of land, the climate 

was suitable and there were no prohibitive zoning laws. Below the story was a 

photograph: this large improbable beast with a chainlink fence in front of him and 

vineyards in the distance. The new owner was standing a few feet away, pointing at the 

animal, a wide stupid grin on his face. And all I could think was how awful it would be to 

never again see your own kind, to be, as far as you knew, the last camel on earth. 

Garret wasn’t thrilled about getting another turtle, but when I told him I didn’t mind 

being the one to clean up after them, he relented. An hour later I walked into The Turtle 

Club—the pet store where Garret buys Richard’s crickets and cuttlebones—and there she 

was, a female Chinese box turtle posed on a branch in her tank, waiting for me. I brought 
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my face close to the glass and she pulled her neck out of her shell and we got a good look 

at each other. She was even prettier than Richard. Her glossy shell was the color of dark 

honey and vivid yellow streaks ran down her neck from the back of each eye. The top of 

her head was brown, her cheeks were golden. Her expression was calm, resolute, 

infinitely patient, and my adoration was swift and fierce. I wanted to know what she 

knew.  

Richard, I assumed, would be thrilled to have a mate, which is why I named her Liz. I 

wanted to see how quickly he’d come to her, so I set her down a couple feet away from 

him, stood back and waited. I am still waiting.  

Two springs have passed and Richard, to my knowledge, has never approached Liz. 

When she noses up to him, he gradually turns his shelled back to her. And he does 

something else now that Garret swears he never did before: Every once in a while he 

stands up against the wall of his enclosure and hangs there for several minutes, as if 

asking, in his silent turtle way, for help. I don’t like it when he does this and I tell myself 

that he is just stretching. 

I wonder if he took an instant dislike to her, if Liz is simply not the mate he had in mind. 

I imagine myself as a pet: a great hand setting me in front of the only man there is. 

“Mate,” says The Hand. What if that man disgusted me—worse, what if I disgusted him?  

Time is what turtles have in abundance and maybe that’s why they’re slow to court. I still 

have hope for these two. I picture the day when I look into their box and find Richard on 

top of Liz. I can’t speak for her, but it would mean a lot to me. 

 

                                                              * 

 

Washing the breakfast dishes, I manage not to drop or break one. I have a condition, 

something no one can seem to figure out. My hands will be fine and suddenly they won’t; 

they’ll start to twitch and tremble, and I have to stop what I’m doing until they go still 

again. Sometimes the spells last only a minute or two; other times my hands shake all 

afternoon. It’s not MS and it’s not Parkinson’s. One doctor said it could be an auto-

immune disorder too new for a name. Garret says it’s all in my head. 

Naturally I had to quit my job. I made $64,000 a year as a dental hygienist, along with 

full medical coverage and free dental care. Now I have no insurance at all. If we were 

married, I could get on Garret’s plan, but he hasn’t made the offer.  

When my hands first started to go wrong, he was concerned; he even went to a couple 

appointments with me. But after three months, six doctors and I don’t know how many 

tests, he started getting annoyed. Now I don’t dare talk about my hands; without 

insurance there’s not much I can do about them anyway. 

He wants to leave me, but I have this ailment and no income, and he feels trapped. That’s 

what I think. He was getting bored with me even before this happened. He was all set to 

dump me, then this. 

And the things he’s told me, all those trade secrets he wasn’t supposed to share. All it 

would take is one measly letter to the editor, a little human interest story about who buys 

what. You can bet he’s thought about that. 
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                                                                 * 

 

Hell’s Kitchen. That’s what Dawna calls the company Garret works for. “No good comes 

out of that place,” she said, which is something I told Garret one day, kiddingly, and he 

about went nuts. (He doesn’t like her anyway. Dawna is overweight, and fat people 

irritate him. Garret himself is lean as a race dog.) I started to defend her, saying that some 

folks just like to go natural. 

“Does the cow know that there is no molecular difference between a synthesized extract 

and a natural one?” 

I turned back to the laundry I was folding. I wished I’d never said anything.  

“Does she have any idea what would happen to the vanilla bean crop if that’s all we 

used? What a stupid bitch.” Garret has told me about vanilla, how it’s the world’s 

favorite flavor, and thousands of tons of it are made from things like wood pulp waste 

and petrochemicals. You can even make it out of cow dung. Think about that next time 

you reach for a sugar cookie. Same thing with citrus—the key ingredient, citral, is found 

is all sorts of plants. The lemon sorbet in your freezer probably started out as a Chinese 

mountain pepper. 

Never say “artificial” around Garret. He hates that word. He says that’s where all the 

trouble started. “Crafted” is the term he and his buddies use. Another thing that makes 

him mad is when people assume that all they do at Perception is make bad food taste 

good. I came home one day with a package of white cheddar rice cakes and he poked a 

finger at it and said, “You know what these would taste like without the flavoring? 

They’d taste like baseboard.” I don’t blame him for being prideful. Along with creating 

the magic behind French fries and Easter candy, Perception makes good things taste 

better, which is pretty significant when you consider how hard it can be to get old people 

and cancer patients to gag down anything.   

Dawna doesn’t care that Garret doesn’t like her—she feels the same way about him, 

which is why she only comes by when he’s working. She thinks he doesn’t treat me right. 

She says I have self-esteem issues from being a foster child and that’s why I put up with 

him. I have my doubts about that. For one thing, my foster parents—I had three sets—

were not terrible. In fact, after hearing what some kids suffer at the hands of their real 

parents, I’m glad I didn’t come from one of those Leave It To Beaver homes. I lived in 

apartments here in Cincinnati, and yeah they were kind of crummy, but I had enough to 

eat and decent clothes, and I liked my last mother a lot. Her name was Bonnie. She was 

good at making the most of things. One day I came home and found her cutting up the 

newspaper. She was folding the pages into little fans and cutting notches to make 

snowflakes; the living room window was covered with them. She looked up at me and 

said, “You have to make your own fun in this world, Emily. It’s nobody’s fault but your 

own if you don’t.” I have a brother but I don’t know where he is—I do feel sad about 

that. The other thing that’s hard—especially when I’m filling out medical forms—is not 

having a clue about what diseases my parents had. (On the other hand, maybe it’s better 

this way: if I knew what ailments I could get, I might start waiting for them.) I wonder 

sometimes if my mother’s hands shook like mine, and if so, did anyone find out why.  

I’ve told Dawna that Garret has a tender side she doesn’t see. When his dog Ace had to 

be put down last year, Garret cried for three days; and he calls his mother every other 

week no matter what; and when I talk to him he listens, which is something most guys 

aren’t good at. Garret isn’t the best sex I’ve ever had, but we do pretty well—except for 
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lately. I’ve been renting porn to spice things up and it helps a lot. Say what you want 

about porn films—they’re demeaning to women (I think they’re demeaning to both 

sexes), the actors have pimples, the acting is awful—all that’s true, but a lot of people 

have jobs thanks to this industry and if it puts people back in the bedroom, well what’s 

wrong with that? 

I did tell Dawna that Garret’s been acting more remote, not talking very much, and she 

shrugged. “Doesn’t surprise me,” she said. 

“I’m worried that he might want to break up with me but he feels bad about me losing my 

job. And, you know, my hands.” I looked up from the dishwasher I was unloading. “What 

do you think?” 

Dawna leaned back in her chair and shook her head. “I don’t think his conscience is that 

keen, sweetheart.” She gestured at the dishwasher. “You cook his meals, you wash his 

clothes, you do the shopping—you even take care of his damn turtles. Why would he 

want you to leave?” I didn’t say anything. I’m used to how blunt Dawna can be. “I 

wouldn’t count on him marrying you though,” she added.  

I shoved the dishwasher door shut. “Who says I’m looking to get married? I’m not. 

Things are fine the way they are.” This is a lie. I’d marry Garret in a heartbeat, and not 

just for his insurance. I love him beyond reason. 

“Good.” She folded her arms over her ample bosom and studied me with a small, 

knowing smile. Dawna is my best friend and nobody’s fool. 

 

                                                                * 

 

In the summer Garret puts the turtle pen outside so that they can get some sun on their 

backs. Even though box turtles hibernate in the winter, it gets too cold here for the 

Chinese variety, so in the fall they have to come back inside and sit under basking lamps 

to make up for the sun. The lamps and other lights keep their enclosure at 75 degrees—

any lower and they’d “brumate,” which is like a false hibernation where they stop eating 

but keep using up fat and energy, meaning they could die. Keeping box turtles inside 

shortens their lives, but what can you do? It’s not a perfect world for any of us.  

Turtles are not near as rugged as they look. They get parasites and respiratory infections 

and funguses, and they dehydrate easily, which is why Richard and Liz spend so much 

time in their water pans. I have to wash out these pans every day and mist the pen with 

spring water, and every other week I switch out the bark. I don’t mind any of this; I like 

giving the turtles a fresh start. They have to live their whole lives in a four-by-three-foot 

box and keeping it nice is a way of apologizing. In the fall I tuck in a few pine cones, also 

rocks and branches. These objects may not fool them, but deep inside their leathery 

bodies, where the healing happens, I think the turtles are soothed.  

I am partial to Liz. I love her face. I know that turtles don’t really smile, but the way 

Liz’s beak is shaped, you’d swear that’s what she’s doing. I look at her and smile myself, 

and every so often I place my hand on her back and let it rest there. Liz is just under six 

inches long and her plated shell fits sweetly in my palm. Maybe some of what she knows 

is being transmitted into my skin. Maybe touch is a language we don’t know the half of.  

Richard is an inch longer and he never smiles. I guess he can’t. 
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                                                                 * 

 

I finish the vacuuming, then sit down at the kitchen table and look over a community 

college catalog we got in the mail. I’m thirty-six, still young enough to pick and choose. 

Garret told me one time that I should do something different with my life. “You’re 

smart,” he said. “You shouldn’t have to clean teeth for a living.” Garret never gave me 

much credit for being a dental hygienist, even though I made plenty of money and liked 

what I did.  

“Doesn’t it gross you out?” he said, not long after we met. “All those rotten mouths.” He 

shuddered. 

“They’re not all rotten,” I told him, “and no it doesn’t gross me out.”  

Garret gave me a long look, his dark eyes pinning me —he’s a handsome man, no one 

would argue that. He shook his head and frowned. “That’s just weird.”  

I turn the pages slowly, overwhelmed by the range of careers, the fact that I can sit at this 

table and pick a life out of a catalog. Hazard one and I ruin the rest. I might as well put on 

a blindfold and choose with my finger. Only I can’t. I have to think about jobs that don’t 

ask too much of my hands.  

Bakery Chef. Accountant. Teacher’s Assistant. Hotel Manager. I like to cook but I 

suppose that’s off the table. Accounting? Too much typing. Just as I start to imagine 

myself looking after children on a playground, my hands start to quiver. I hold them out 

in front of me and watch them move on their own. My heart pounds. It’s happening more. 

This is the fourth time in the last three days. I shove my hands under my thighs and take 

deep breaths, try to think of something else.  

It feels like I am lost and there is no one looking for me. 

 

                                                               * 

  

This summer Garret went on another “Flavor Hunt.” Every three years Perception’s key 

players get to go to places like Indonesia and South America, where they rifle the jungles 

for the next great taste sensation. I can understand Garret’s participation in this; what I 

can’t figure out is why they asked Christie to come along. Christie works with soy 

products, tries to make them taste like the burgers or sausages they’re pretending to be. 

Last year she supposedly hit a homerun with “Wonder Dogs”—I tried them and, believe 

me, she’s not there yet.  

With scientists around the world ransacking what’s left of our rain forests, searching for 

everything from treats to treatments, you might think there’s not much left to work with. 

You’d be wrong. Garret says we have barely begun. Finding a new fruit isn’t the hard 

part. Turning it into something you actually want to eat or drink, that’s where the real 

work starts. Garret says that most exotic fruits taste awful. If they are not rejected right 

away, they are stripped down to zero and paired up with something we know and love—

strawberries, peaches, bananas. Lots of exotics wind up nameless, used to bolster other 
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products. That’s what happened with wild ginger—they figured out that it intensifies the 

pungency of spicy foods and cools off your tongue afterward.   

I would love to go on one of these Flavor Hunts, travel over forest canopies in a hot air 

balloon, see how lemurs live. No way they’ll let me, though. Garret won’t even ask.  

 

                                                               * 

 

By the time Garret gets home my hands have stopped shaking and the chicken pot pies I 

made from scratch are ready to come out of oven. I pour him a beer and myself a glass of 

wine, and we sit down in the living room like we always do before dinner. He coughs a 

couple times and blows his priceless nose. 

“How’d it go at work?” I ask. 

“Fine.” 

“How do you feel? Can you taste that beer?” 

“A little, yeah.” He takes a long pull on his Bud Light and sets it down on the coaster. 

Garret is neat, which I appreciate. He never leaves wet towels on the bathroom floor or 

whiskers in the sink. Actually there’s nothing out of place or extra in this sleek high-rise 

apartment. “He has no soul,” Dawna murmured the first time she saw it. Without looking 

up at me he says, “I need to tell you something.”  

I can feel my heart speed up, my cheeks getting red. This is it, I tell myself, trying to 

prepare the part of me that will be hurt. 

He lifts his gaze my way but can’t hold it there. He looks back at the bottle he is spinning 

on the coaster and tells me, in a rush, that he is in love with someone else. 

My spine stiffens; already, thank god, I’m beginning to hate him. “Do I know her?”  

“Yes, you do.” He looks up, almost defiant now. He aims, pauses, delivers. “It’s 

Christie.” 

Christie? For one startling instant I see her: big thighs, gutter mouth; hair and tan just as 

fake as her hot dogs. I’m not exactly gorgeous but I’m a whole lot prettier than Christie. 

It takes me a moment to get my voice back. 

“How long?” 

“Since June.” 

My mind does a fast calculation. June. That was the month they were in Paraguay. 

Screwing in the jungle. Screwing here too, evidently—next week is Thanksgiving. 

“I wanted to tell you…” he trails off, takes another swig of beer. 

“I understand.” I say. “You were chicken shit.”  

His eyes narrow at this and he stands up and heads for the kitchen. “You know we 

haven’t been good for a long time,” he says, his voice accusing.  

“At least since June,” I reply.  
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                                                               * 

 

“Big surprise,” Dawna said when I told her about Garret’s confession. “Who is she, do 

you know?” 

“Christie. His co-worker.” 

Dawna’s mouth opened. “The one who comes over? The butch?”  

I nodded. “That’s the one.” 

Dawna frowned and looked out the window. “Guys will screw anything.”  

Loathing moved through me when she said this. All I could think about were those adult 

films I’d been renting the last couple months. The bastard had been getting Christie, me 

and porn. 

We were sitting at the table in her kitchen, a large warm, rather messy room that 

comforted me—the plants rooting in jars over the sink, the hanging wire baskets with 

their browning bananas and sprouting potatoes; the canisters of rice and noodles, grains I 

couldn’t name; three or four loaves of bread on the shelf—raisin, sourdough, 

pumpernickel. There was bounty in this room; the kitchens I grew up in were nothing like 

this.  

It took Dawna about half a second to invite me to move in with her.  

I shook my head, “That is so nice, Dawna, but I can’t let you do that.”  

“Oh? Where are you going to go then?”  

“I don’t want to be in the way.” 

“I have this whole house,” she said, “and look at you—you’re no bigger than a minute.”  

“I don’t have a job.” I said. “Not at the moment anyway.” 

“Yes, you do—if you want it. I need someone to help with the dogs. I could teach you.” 

Dawna owns a mobile pet grooming service; considering the five employees she already 

has and this house she bought last year, she must be doing pretty well for herself.  

“You don’t like it, no big deal. You can do it till you find something else.” She reached 

out then and touched my arm. “And don’t worry about your hands. The dogs shake so 

much they won’t even notice.” She smiled at me. “You’re going to get better, kiddo. You 

just need to get out of that apartment.” 

 

                                                                         * 

 

There’s not much of mine at Garret’s place and leaving doesn’t take long. The only thing 

I need help with is the turtle pen, which Dawna helps me carry into the elevator, across 

the lobby and down the steps. Carefully we shove it into the dog grooming van. Richard 

and Liz are hiding in their flower pots. His back is facing out, but Liz is looking at me, 
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her head tucked partway in her shell. She trusts me. I’m moving her life someplace else 

and she is willing to cooperate. 

The turtles were all I wanted and Garret had no problem letting me have them. At first I 

was only going to take Liz. I didn’t want her to live in the same box with a male who 

ignored her. I would get her a new box, a real mate. Then I thought: What if Richard is 

ready? What if two years is not so much time for a turtle to make his move? So I decided 

to give him another year. If he doesn’t come forward in a year, I’ll put another male in 

there and let him take over. Then I thought: maybe that’s what Richard needs, a 

contender. Maybe it’s not his fault that the urge to reproduce hasn’t kicked in—he just 

needs to fight for Liz. 

Dawna doesn’t give me a chance to get weepy. We are in and out of Garret’s apartment 

in less than half an hour. I clear out my drawers in the bedroom, my clothes from the 

closet, the stuff I keep in the bathroom. The last thing I do is pull that little spiral 

notebook out of the tampon box and prop it against the mirror. Then I take a piece of note 

paper out of my purse and write: Yes, I made a copy. I draw a happy face and beneath 

that I write: Best of luck! Emily.  

I didn’t make a copy—turns out I’m not that sort of person. I couldn’t resist writing the 

note, though. It’s like Bonnie said, you have to make your own fun in this world.  
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Mostly Good by Amanda Low 

As Ms. Simon reached into the back of her truck, she noticed her hands as if for the first 

time. They poked out of her coatsleeves like branches on a birch tree, still alive in the 

winter, but barely. Her old turquoise veins were dark and bumpy to contrast. She had a 

hard time believing her hands were her own when they looked like this, cracked from the 

Missouri winter and drooped with age. But the veins were the worst. She kept her eyes on 

them, despite her urge to hurry up to her apartment. Her veins nearly ran black, like they 

were clotted with sludge. They were morbid, terrifying, even to her. She finally breathed, 

wrapped her fingers around her grocery bags and steadied herself. Nothing slows down, 

ever, she thought. Except me. 

She might never have noticed the injured young man if she hadn’t been distracted by the 

smudge of dirt on the white bench seat in her truck. Ms. Simon hoisted the bags further 

up her arm, brushed off the dirt and readjusted the bags again. It was in that moment that 

she saw the man staggering by. 

He was maybe twenty, brown-skinned, and he pressed the pad of his hand to one eye as 

he walked. “’Scuse me,” he said, stopping at least a car’s length away from her. “Where’s 

the closest bus stop at?” 

At first, she pretended not to hear him. All was static before her eyes, and she felt a 

familiar ripping in her stomach. This type came through Shady Brook Apartments 

regularly: blacks and browns, always loud, always lingering, but her uneasiness never 

went away. She made eye contact without really meaning to, and something fluttered out 

of her when she saw that one of his eyes was swollen, the skin around it bluish. His cheek 

might have been bleeding, too. 

Mrs. Simon nodded, cleared her throat. “There’s a bus stop down the road. Down 

Walnut,” she said. 

“Walnut…that’s the one after Truman?” 

She nodded. One of her bags slipped; she shuffled it back up her arm. 

He looked to the distance. “Thanks.”  

He walked a little, almost far enough to be out of earshot before she called out, “hey, 

come back.” Her voice was strained. The cold air pushed in as her throat pushed out. She 

added, “come inside and clean up. Let me put away my things and I’ll drive you to the 

bus stop.” 

He followed her upstairs into her apartment. She felt every creaking step he took behind 

her. She knew it was a mistake to invite him up by the way her heart was hammering, but 

something shadowy, perhaps within those dark veins, whispered, I dare you.  When she 

opened the door, the warmth inside was perfect, somewhat of a relief —  

But to him, it was a furnace blast, hot enough to cook a pizza on the floor. Her walls were 

bare. She had a black leather couch, a small brown TV that could’ve come from a 

museum and a potted plant. No dining room table. No china cabinet. A cardboard box sat 

in the corner, and a blank hallway wrapped itself away into darkness. He could almost 

hear the blood rushing under his skin around his swollen eye. It was a sickening 

reminder, but he had to stay focused. He had to keep his guard on, even if she was a tiny 

little white lady, or especially because of that. As he stared around the room, he broke the 

silence lamely. “Just moved in?” 
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 “Lived here almost five years,” she said, shuffling groceries and clapping cupboards 

around in the kitchen. “I have band-aids, small ones. I can grab a cold compress, too, if 

you’d like. Take a seat, no reason to stand around.”  

“Yeah, okay. Thanks. Mrs…?” he said.  

“Ms. Simon,” she said. “Never married.” 

“Sorry. Ms. Simon. I’m Ty.” 

“Mm,” she said. That was it, noncommittal. She probably wasn’t going to call the police 

after all. Maybe she was just good, plain and simple. He dropped his shoulders. He hadn’t 

realized they were taut. 

He sat on the couch. The leather under his palms was oddly cool. A rush of light came 

quietly through the wide patio door and across the carpet, which had vacuum tracks 

spaced evenly across it. He considered taking off his shoes, but he didn’t want her to 

think he planned on staying. 

Then his eyes narrowed in on something interesting. It was a photo, a small one, hanging 

by the patio door. A middle-aged woman. A pretty lady, but pretty in an ordinary way: 

round eyes, forced smile, that photographer-applied afterglow to the skin. “Is that your 

daughter on the wall? She’s pretty.” 

Ms. Simon clipped on a light in the kitchen and came around the corner with a cold 

compress. He repeated his question about the woman in the photo, realizing that maybe 

his question was stupid, since Ms. Simon said she’d never married — but then it was 

possible, her having a family out of wedlock. That sort of thing happened to white people 

too, maybe even more than it happened to black people down here. For every single 

swaggering black person in Clinton, Missouri, there were ten more doughy white folks. 

They multiplied like roaches. They locked up aisles at Wal-Mart and K-Mart with 

cartfuls of babies. Yes, just because Ms. Simon was white and mostly good didn’t mean 

she was virginal. 

But Ms. Simon stayed wooden: not a wrinkle twitched on her face. She glanced at the 

photo before looking down at the compress and cloth in her hands. “Here, use the cloth to 

wipe up any blood, and this should help with the swelling. Do you need a hospital?”  

“No, it’s just a black eye. I’m cool.” 

“All right. Well. Relax while I put my groceries away, then.” 

He nodded. She smiled, tight-lipped. 

“I like your couch,” he said after dabbing his face with the cloth. “It’s, uh...squishy.”  

“Thank you,” she said. “If you see anything you like, anything small I mean, just take it.”  

The pressure rose up again in his eye and he stood instinctively, fists clenched. There it 

was, finally. However, he didn’t expect her to be so blunt. “Ms. Simon, I’m not like that. 

I’ll just go.” 

“Like what? I’m trying to get rid of my stuff, that’s all.”  

His eyes shifted. He wanted to read her face, but she was around the corner. “Looks like 

you’ve already done a good job,” he said. 
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She laughed in the kitchen, a bubbling-water sort of laugh. Ty eased back down and 

cleared his throat, placing the compress back over his eye. “Why don’t you have much 

stuff, anyways?” 

Her retort was expectant, like she issued it often. “You’re wondering where I’m hiding all 

my cats, huh?” 

Ty touched the pristine leather again. He had a feeling Ms. Simon was too composed for 

loose, sticky litter and the acidic stench of cat piss. Her apartment smelled like blankness, 

like an unremarkable dream. It was way better than the dusty cigarette smell of Ty’s 

girlfriend’s place. Well, his ex-girlfriend’s place, now. His eye twitched. “Nah,” he said 

aloud, “you don’t seem like a cat lady.” 

She appeared for a moment. “I started giving my things away to some friends last year. It 

was like losing weight, it made me feel lighter. It’s very addictive.”  

“So you’re the opposite of a pack-rat?” 

“Exactly.” Her face appeared through the pass-through and he realized she was proud, 

because this was the first time her eyes were actually being real.  

Ms. Simon added, “do you want some tea? I just bought Earl Grey.”  

“Earl Grey?” And then it slipped out, before he could stop it, “sounds like some rich-ass 

white dude.” 

Something stirred in her eyes. “You’d prefer some rich-ass, black dude?” The corner of 

her mouth smiled, revealing her teeth. “Guess it’s time to re-stock my Fitty-Cent tea.” 

Ty snorted and slapped his knee. “Damn, you ain’t no normal white lady, are you?” 

She smiled. This smile was different — a placeholder smile, something to do while her 

mind was hard at work. Like she was trying to remember something. Or maybe her smile 

was offbeat because she didn’t like being reminded of her whiteness. Made her feel too 

obvious, too bubble-bursted. 

He was about to ask if she had any other relatives, because old people liked talking about 

that stuff, but there was a tentative rap on the door. 

“I’ll get it, if you want,” he said. 

“Look through the peep hole first, please.” 

He did. It was a younger lady, pale, with a big forehead. She was looking down at her 

feet. “Some girl,” he said. 

“Dark hair? Looks like Snow White?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Let me get it,” Ms. Simon said, dropping a box of spaghetti on the counter and gesturing 

for Ty to return to the couch. As he sat down, a blunt pain thudded through his temples 

and surprised him. He’d kind of forgotten about earlier. Maybe his ex had given him 

some kind of concussion, and when she found out she’d feel like shit about it. He didn’t 

want to stay with Cassondra anymore, he just wanted her to realize how horrible she’d 

been. Yeah, if the black eye was really something serious, that would do the trick. He felt 

better just thinking about it. 

When Ty heard low chattering at the door, he craned his neck around to watch. 
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Snow White had a wistful voice. “I think it’s been at least a week since I’ve been up here, 

Mrs. Simon,” she said. 

Ms. Simon didn’t even bother covering the irritation in her voice. “Again, I’ve told you to 

call me Emma, not Mrs. Simon. I have some groceries to put away. Why don’t you just 

tell him we prayed together? You know, not and say we did?”  

“I can’t do that. I’m trying to help you, you know. Is…” her voice broke off. She’d 

noticed Ty on the couch. He turned away again, duped into feeling like he’d done 

something wrong just by being there. The young lady’s voice grew even quieter, as if to 

hide her words from Ty. “Is everything okay?” 

Out of the corner of his eye, Ty saw Ms. Simon cross her arms as she said, “why 

wouldn’t it be?” He admired the old lady, suddenly; he wanted to figure her out, he 

wanted to help her put away her groceries. 

Snow White went on. “I was praying, and God told me to come see how you were doing. 

You, specifically. I had this gut feeling. Is there anything I can do for you?” 

Ty glanced over again and saw a worn-out Bible draped across the young lady’s hands. 

Ms. Simon shook her head. “I’m fine. All stocked up on groceries for two weeks. Ready 

for hibernation. We’re supposed to get an ice storm, could be as bad as 2007.” 

“Mrs. Simon, do you mind if I just pray with you real quick? He can join, too.”  

Ty stood. “My name’s Ty, miss. I’m a believer, so you don’t gotta worry about me.”  

“Praise the Lord,” she said with misty eyes, and turned back to face the old woman. “I’m 

glad you found yourself a Christian friend, Mrs. Simon.”  

“Emma,” the woman repeated. “I’m just helping the kid out. We only met a few minutes 

ago. And I’d help him out no matter if he was Christian or Muslim or a complete 

heathen.” 

The girl blushed. Ty felt bad for her, but he felt bad for Ms. Simon, too. She had 

something buried down real deep. The wound on his cheek suddenly stung, but he 

welcomed the reminder of it. Maybe he’d let it scar on purpose. It made him feel like a 

fighter, like the kind of thing that would cause his mama to jut her chin and say, that’s my 

strong boy. But nowadays his mama wouldn’t even say that. Hell, she probably wouldn’t 

even open the door if he showed up, she’d just stay tucked inside the folds of herself like 

she always did. 

Snow White hung her head and prayed, “dear Lord, you do amazing things for us every 

day...” Ty bowed his head, but peeked. Ms. Simon had her head upright, eyes open. His 

eyes met hers for a moment. She pursed her lips to the side, smiling slightly. He shrugged 

with wide eyes. The tea kettle rattled behind them. It whistled dimly and Snow White 

ended the prayer in harmony with it, and as the teakettle built up to a ghostly scream she 

bellowed, “amen!” Then, the girl bowed her head, smacked her Bible shut and stepped 

backwards out of the apartment with a magician’s satisfaction on her face. 

When she was gone, Ty said, “she seemed nice.” 

 “That’s the problem,” said Ms. Simon, handing Ty a cup of tea.  

“Why’s nice a problem?” 
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“Because she believes anything. She really thinks some sort of god talks to her. That 

worries me.” 

“I don’t see the harm…” 

“Oh, trust me. There’s harm. Her husband hits her if she doesn’t witness to a certain 

number of people every day.” 

 “Witness?” 

“I thought you said you were Christian?” 

“Not none of this southern Baptist sh—stuff.” 

Ms. Simon chuckled. “Oh, use your French. You won’t offend me. Witnessing means 

converting other people.” 

“Well, that’s fine, but hitting her ain’ no Christian thing to do,” Ty said, shaking his head. 

“Her husband says it’s a small price to pay if it helps her remember how important it is to 

spread the word about God.” 

Ty raised his eyebrows and breathed. “Not every day I hear about someone more screwed 

up than me. Snow White, I mean, not you.” 

The woman half-smiled, stood and took her cup of tea to the kitchen. He heard the liquid 

go “plunk” in the sink. 

“You done already?” he called. 

“I’d better get you to where you need to be. It’ll be dark soon.”  

He nodded, even though she couldn’t see him. 

She drove him to the bus station on Walnut, as promised. Ty felt enclosed, safe in the 

shell of her truck, but something was still eating him. When he finally got up the courage, 

it poured from him as he spoke. “You know Cassondra in number 214?” 

Ms. Simon’s eyebrows tightened and she shook her head. 

“She was my girlfriend, on and off. We didn’t really live together, I mean, I’d stay a 

night or two a week. But I was paying her rent, you know? I gave her anything she 

wanted.” He looked out the window. They stopped at a red light, where a teenage boy 

and girl with locked hands darted across the street together. “It wasn’t my fault, what 

happened. Do you think if someone used to be bad, but straightened up, that they’re still 

doomed? Like, I wasn’t good to my girl when we started dating. But I got good—” he 

choked out a laugh. “We lit candles and shit, made promises. Like that was enough. Then 

she got with another man behind my back.” 

She tilted her head, considering it. “You think you deserved it?” 

“I don’t know. I guess. It makes sense, God punishing me and all.”  

She shook her head. “No, it doesn’t make sense. If there really is a god, he has better 

things to do than punish someone like you, who’s mostly good.”  

She halted a bit at the end of the sentence and squeezed the steering wheel at ten and two, 

white-knuckled. Maybe she called him good to convince herself of it, to cover up the fear 

that seemed to always come pre-packaged in white ladies’ hearts. But Ty didn’t care if 
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she really thought he was “mostly good,” or if she just said it for herself. It was the nicest 

thing anyone had told him, including his own mother, who always favored his burly 

brothers. 

Before he got out of the car, he looked back at her. “Aren’t you gonna ask what happened 

to me? Why I’m all bruised up?” 

She shrugged. “Is it any of my business?” 

“Just seems funny a white lady would take me in and drive me out here without asking 

questions.” 

She looked down. An honest smile twitched on her lips. “Maybe I don’t want to know.”  

He laughed. “That’s cool. For the record, I didn’t do anything illegal.”  

“I never assumed you did.” 

As he climbed out of the car with a wave and a nod, she breathed. When he smiled all 

toothily, that boy looked like he had nothing to hide—the dark glow of his skin wasn’t 

masklike, as she’d always felt about black men, like she couldn’t quite read their faces. 

She had studied his glow, and extracted something. She had found a little boy under that 

tough face, a little boy tugging at his mama’s skirt or marveling over a snowfall. A boy 

who grew into a person who, like her, had sludge under his skin. 

She hadn’t been truthful about never assuming he’d done something illegal, but he didn’t 

need to know it. She had been more composed during the whole thing than she had ever 

dreamed possible. And she didn’t need to know about his wounds, just like he didn’t need 

to know about the black man that shot and killed her daughter that cold Sunday, just one 

year ago. 

She flipped on the radio and lurched at how loud it was. She must’ve bumped the dial at 

some point—it had been months since she heard music in her truck. She took a right turn 

towards the Freedom Landing Shopping Center, opened the window, and welcomed the 

bite of winter on her warmed face. It was time to buy something, maybe a painting for 

her wall, or maybe a book. 
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Immaculate by Ruth Rouff 

 
I was sitting in a chair at the foot of my mother’s death bed, writing a piece about the 

“Immaculate Reception” for a book of true-life sports stories for teens. For those of you 

who are unfamiliar with football, the “Immaculate Reception” refers to an incredible play 

made in a playoff game between the Pittsburgh Steelers and the Oakland Raiders back in 

1973. It happened like this: with just seconds left to play, Pittsburgh quarterback Terry 

Bradshaw threw a desperation pass. Instead of his receiver Frenchy Fuqua catching the 

ball, it seemed to carom off the shoulder pad of Oakland defender Jack Tatum and back 

toward the Steelers, where Steelers running back Franco Harris adroitly caught it before it 

touched the ground and sprinted into the end zone for the game-winning touchdown. 

There was considerable controversy about this play. If the ball had touched Fuqua and 

not Tatum, Harris’s catch would have been ruled illegal. But the officials ruled that the 

ball had touched Tatum and not Fuqua and thus, Harris’s reception could stand. In other 

words, it was an “immaculate reception.” 

I enjoyed researching this story. However, it was a bit odd writing about it in the same 

room where my mother lay dying. I should explain that there was nothing anyone could 

do for my mother at this point. She was quite old and was no longer able to swallow food 

without it getting into her lungs. Aspiration of food causes infection and, inevitably, 

death. My mother had been in a coma for several days now. Although we couldn’t be 

sure that she was insensate, she was certainly unresponsive. All the nursing home staff 

could do was to turn her every so often so that she wouldn’t get bedsores, give her 

morphine, and swab out her mouth with water.  

As I looked up from my laptop, I studied my mother’s face. Her eyes were closed. She 

was wrinkled and shriveled. In a sense, the hard part was over, the part where she knew 

what was happening. During her last stay in the hospital, a week earlier, she had thanked 

me for taking care of her. She knew I loved her. Her death was just a matter of time. Her 

sepulchral immobility stood (lay?) in stark contrast to the action-filled world I was 

writing about. All her actions in this life, except for the rise and fall of her chest, were at 

an end.  

A nurse came into the room. She looked at my mother. 

“She’s taking a while,” she commented, not unkindly. “Sometimes it helps if you tell 

them they can go.” 

A few minutes later, I got a call on my cell phone from my sister Jane and brother-in-law 

Carl in Arkansas. I told them what was happening and what the nurse had said. I put the 

phone to my mother’s ear. I didn’t catch what my sister said, but I heard Charles tell my 

mother, “You gave me Jane, and I thank you for that.” I hope my mother, in the depths of 

her coma, heard that.  

After the call, I held my mother’s hand for a while. Then I went back to my laptop. My 

mother would have approved. Although she had never said as much, I could tell that she 

had been frustrated over never having had a career. Being a stay-at-home mother hadn’t 

been enough for her, but she lacked the confidence to do anything else. Don’t believe the 

bullshit that some people tell you. If you have more intelligence than a carrot, being a 

stay-at-home mother all your life isn’t enough.  Thus, my becoming a professional writer 

pleased my mother: in a small way, I helped assuage her thwarted ambition. 
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So I continued to type. I had especially enjoyed reading about Steelers quarterback Terry 

Bradshaw. People had underestimated him at the beginning of his career, called him a 

hick and a jerk. But he showed them by winning four Super Bowl rings. Yes, my mother 

would heartily approve of my writing in the room where she died.  
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Swallowing, Finally by Max Shanely 

 
And then, in that drunken moment, we weren't friends, suddenly.  And then we were 

walking up an incline and the whiskey still burned in my throat and you sat down on the 

grass and said, let's look at the stars, and we did.  And I remember; there was this feeling 

of being tethered to the sky and that, one day, I may be pulled back to it—back into 

everything or maybe nothing—and in that moment I felt afraid, truly afraid, but I couldn't 

say so; all I could do was choke.  And the sky was a hammer and my entire life was a 

rusty nail hanging from a cracked 2x4 and the grass was wet and then we were breaking 

into a construction site and I was afraid to climb the second flight of steps and I swear I 

could hear somebody walking around somewhere, presumably with a flashlight and the 

stars were smoldering right above us—they felt so important; all that blocked our view 

was the final flight of steps and you said it would be fine; that there was nobody there, 

and I said no, that I couldn't do it and we walked back home in silence and I think, now, it 

wasn't the stars I was afraid of reaching toward. 
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But Pat Boone Never Lived in Bessemer by Terry Barr 

On the night before I entered 7
th
 grade, my across-the-street, 9

th
 grade neighbor Joe, while 

we were enjoying spareribs at our family’s annual Labor Day picnic, gave me this advice:  

“Be careful tomorrow.  You never know who’s carrying a switchblade.” 

I grew up in the switchblade era.  I’d hear talk at home about beer brawls in the rougher 

sections of town where combatants would pull switch-blade knives on each other and 

fight it out, often to the death.  In fact, Joe’s family’s handy-man--Elijah who had conked 

red hair and carried his own ladder—was murdered in a switchblade fight.  I knew Elijah.  

He was friendly enough, but my senses—or was it my grandmother’s voice—warned me 

to not hang around him too long, as I did with the various other maids and yard men of 

our circle of friends.  I was only ten when reports of the incident made their way through 

our neighborhood hotlines, the usual afternoon phone sessions where my mother and 

grandmother and all their friends might tie up the lines for literally hours. 

“What does a switchblade look like,” I asked Joe. At that moment, I felt as threatened by 

a switchblade as I was by the cottonmouths that my parents told me slithered in and near 

the creek down the street from my house.     

“Never mind what they look like,” Joe cautioned.  “Just keep close to the lockers and 

never get in the way of a ninth-grader, or anyone else for that matter.  You never know 

who’s been left-behind.”   

I couldn’t enjoy the rest of my supper that night and refused the homemade vanilla ice 

cream altogether. 

“It’s OK” my Daddy said later.  “Joe’s Mom forgot to put sugar in it again.” 

So there I stood: My first day at Bessemer Jr. High in these switchblade times.   The front 

entrance doors opened garage-door wide and I thronged in with my new classmates.  The 

main office lurked just to the right of this entrance, which didn’t really assure me that any 

“hood” wouldn’t try to sneak in a dangerous weapon.  Because, I noticed in my first 

breathtaking moment of junior high, the office had no windows, on the door or 

elsewhere.  And neither on this day or any other in my experience there did the principal-

-Mr. Camp, whose larynx had been crushed, reportedly, in some foreign war—nor the 

assistant principal—Mr. Davidson, a red-haired and, I’d been warned, hot-headed man—

ever stand in the front doorway to frisk the entrants.  Joe told me that if you ever got 

caught with a switchblade, you were automatically expelled.  I wondered how, if they 

weren’t checking at the door, our school guardians could ever catch anyone with that 

venomous weapon.  I considered my chances of surviving that year fifty-fifty at best. 

I hadn’t been in school for a week when I saw my first fight, the first in what seemed an 

every-other-day occurrence.  Once, Russell Aldrich tore a hunk of Don Griffis’s hair out 

of the side of his head.  Having a bald spot in seventh grade is maybe a badge of honor.  

It certainly didn’t hurt Don’s success with the girls.  And then, a giant of a ninth grader, 

Biff Wyatt, allowed himself to be pummeled into submission by a wiry kid named Bobby 

Ray Ledbetter.  I saw Biff on the ground, struggling to cast off Bobby Ray’s “bulk,” his 

face a red ribbon of strain and shame.  Most of these fights were set up during school 

hours and then enacted just after the 3:00 bell, behind the school and just beneath the 

gymnasium window.  On any given week there might be a feature event three or four 

days straight; never was there a week with fewer than two. 

Maybe the strangest and scariest of these for me occurred on a cold, cloudy afternoon in 

early December when, as I was walking up the hill to my Mom’s car, I saw Bruce 
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Duncan, the first Black kid who’d ever spoken to me in elementary school, walking 

among a crowd of white boys.  When I reached our car, they passed me, heading across 

the street and under the railroad viaduct.  A few minutes later, our car passed, and in a 

vacant lot I saw Bruce, entangled on the ground with one of the boys.  The others were 

gathered in a semi-circle watching, cheering, or so it seemed to me since our windows 

were rolled up as we passed.  We turned the next corner, out of sight, but I kept thinking 

of that scene and how as they passed me on their way to the battle, they seemed like they 

were going over to someone’s house for a game of football in the front yard. 

I didn’t see anyone with a switchblade during that grappling moment.  Nor did I see one 

over the next few months of school, though like those snakes that I never saw either, I 

just knew that someone’s switchblade was out there, somewhere, waiting for me.  

Education is a funny experience. Not everything you see will educate you in the way that 

your guiding elders intend, and just when you’re distracted enough from real or unreal 

fears, someone arises to impart a valuable lesson.  Such was the case with my educational 

experience in the face of Pat Boone’s immortal art film, The Cross and the Switchblade.   

In my 7
th
 grade year, I came home straight from school every day, and after a light snack, 

immediately tackled my homework.  I was allowed to pause for a game of football with 

friends in my own front yard, but I could not watch TV until every last bit of my 

geometry, composition, or science homework lay exhausted in my notebooks.  In my 

leisure time I read biographies of famous Americans; Ray Bradbury stories; Batman 

comics; and the Sports Page of The Birmingham News, our afternoon paper.  While I 

didn’t always eat my vegetables at dinner (steamed cauliflower smells exactly like 

sewage), I generally obeyed my parents’ every command: I always asked permission to 

go to a friend’s house; took out the garbage after supper; raked every leaf I could see in 

early fall.  I was no cause for worry or alarm.   

And I didn’t need help from a born-again Christian crooner-turned-auteur.  

Yet, as part of a Methodist Youth Fellowship experience, one winter Friday night, my 

church friends and I packed into Birmingham’s Empire Theater to take in Pat Boone’s 

personal epic.  Munching my highly-salted popcorn, over the next ninety-five minutes I 

watched Pat take on and convert a switchblade-wielding gang.  For all of those minutes, 

as I observed his white bucks, his plastic bromides, and his strangely combed hair, I just 

knew that he would be sliced to ribbons, packaged up, and delivered to the nearest 4-H 

clubhouse by my junior high peers:  Hollis Todd who wore no underpants (I know, 

because he made no secret of it when he stood at the urinal next to me); Phillip Barnes, 

who was rivaled in uncouthness only by Hollis’ sister Judy (who reportedly staged many 

fights herself with girls and guys); and Wayne Whitlock, a six foot one, eighth-grader, 

who could scale the ten-foot wall on the obstacle course using only one arm.   

I remember riding home that night with my best friend Jimbo in the back seat of his 

Mother’s station wagon.  WSGN-AM, “The Big 610,” was following up “Crimson and 

Clover” with “Honky Tonk Women.”   

“What did ya’ll think of the movie?” Jimbo’s Mom cheerfully and optimistically asked.  

“Oh, it was OK,” we responded in unison which, if you understand teenage lingo, 

translated into: “It was beyond stupid, and thanks a lot for ruining another weekend night 

on this crap when we could have been at a party, attempting to kiss a girl or something.”  

“I thought it was really inspirational,” she replied, hopefully.  “You can take a lot of 

comfort and learn a lot of lessons from these movies!” 
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Sigh.  No one but an adult would believe that Pat Boone could turn the hearts and minds 

of my hoodish peers who wouldn’t even need the switchblades that I was sure they 

owned, but never saw in those early months of school.   

However, I did see the Reid brothers, Saul and Paul, who were as distinct as fraternal 

twins can be. 

Saul was sixteen when he re-entered the seventh grade.  He had tattoos on both arms—

faded-green 1969-era tattoos that I thought only cab drivers and filling station attendants 

dared.  And Saul’s muscles, so clearly defined that in semi-flex they rippled to such an 

extent that even class princess Rennie Robinson expressed wonder at them.  These 

muscles seemed to discount Saul’s needing a switchblade to keep us puny junior high 

pawns in our places.  So full of swagger, with greased hair flipping up both in front and 

back, Saul held us all in contempt, and we held him in abject fear, complete and 

stupefying terror, but also with a strange and mesmerizing respect.  For Saul, among 

other feats of scholastic daring, told everyone that Fridays were his day off, and after a 

few weeks, most teachers just skipped his name during Friday roll call.  On the other 

days, instead of answering “Here,” or “Present,” Saul had his own cultural signifier: 

“Accounted for.”  And in some way that I didn’t yet understand, he certainly was.  

Truthfully, if you were smart, you did want Saul accounted for.  During the first week of 

school, after having been exposed to Saul for maybe three days, I was sitting on the 

bleachers during gym class with my good friend Randy Manzella.  Waiting for Coach 

Brewer to appear and so inform us of the remarkable feats of athletic prowess that we 

would be attempting this school year, Randy and I didn’t account for Saul, who had 

slowly and imperceptibly crept closer to our row.  Randy was no doubt filling my ears 

with yet another horror story he had heard about gym class--about boys popping your 

exposed rear with wet towels, or stealing your clothes as you showered.  We vowed right 

then and there never to shower in gym class, and I suppose our false bravado set us up for 

Saul. 

So sitting there, believing that our greatest problem concerned not appearing naked in the 

showers, we allowed Saul—that undulating cottonmouth—to strike.  Except that Randy, 

God Bless him, wore thick glasses with wide black frames, and even Saul had a code.  So 

it was I and I alone who qualified as Saul’s prey.  Up until this very moment, Saul and I 

had never spoken or even exchanged looks, or at least he had never caught me looking at 

him.  Of course, everyone looked at Saul, just like everyone stares hypnotically at the 

reptile pit in the zoo, wondering just what prey continues to wriggle in that particular 

viper’s throat.   

So consider me the hamster. 

“Hey, Candy-Ass!” 

His voice conveyed no trace of anger, vitriol, or, class-envy.  His tone sounded the same 

pitch and inflection as all those “Accounted for’s” we heard that year.  Yet, the words 

themselves clearly communicated his menace. 

“That’s my spot, and if you don’t get up by the time I count to ten, you’re gonna get it.”  

And Saul showed me his flexed arm, which had extended from it at its the very end, not 

the switch-blade that had recently haunted my days and nights, but a massive, scarred 

fist.  Displaying this prize, he began counting. 

Each of us has a particular experience that gives special, personal meaning to the phrase 

“Words failed me.”  This, of course, was mine. 
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By this point--“three, four…” Randy and the entire Manzella family had set sail for their 

native Sicily.  Actually, since he was the smartest kid in our class, Randy, with the 

encouraging words, “You better move,” slid off his seat and found another, maybe five 

rows below us.  Yet, hypnotized by Saul’s viperous arm, I couldn’t.   

And so I wondered: Would a cross, at this late moment, make any difference at all?  

Would I stand a chance against the demon of my adolescence had I Pat Boone’s smooth, 

silver-tongued delivery or his plasticine comb-over instead of my own frozen larynx and 

Beatle-bangs? 

Good old Pat! 

Would he ever be able to account for a viewer like me, the product of a mixed Protestant-

Jewish family--a family who definitely did not own a cross?   

I had seen crosses and actually touched a few in my time.  My Dad worked in a jewelry 

store, and I had my first summer job there, just before this school year started.  The store, 

Standard Jewelry Company, was in my Dad’s family, so we were Jewish jewelers though 

no family name adorned any store signpost.  And not only did we sell crosses, but 

crucifixes, and other jeweled Christian icons too.  I knew that ordinary crosses were off-

limits to me, but once I did ask Dad to get me a surfer’s cross.  My favorite male TV stars 

wore them, and so I assumed that girls would think they were cool.  That these cool 

talismans also looked like the German Iron Cross escaped me then.  Nevertheless, Dad 

got me the cross, which I then promptly gave to the girl-of-my-dreams, Joe’s sister Mary 

Jane, who just as promptly handed it off to her little sister.  Did this mean that I was 

going steady with a nine-year old named Margaret Lou? 

But even if I hadn’t given it away, Saul wouldn’t have been impressed by it.  Maybe I 

could have told him about the legend of the surfer’s cross and the story of my unrequited 

love for the beautiful blonde-haired girl whom I watched in secret every day from my 

living room window.  Maybe he was a closeted Jan and Dean surf-rock fan, for wasn’t 

my story the stuff of every 60’s teenage pop song?  Maybe hearing my tragic lament, he 

would take pity on me or be so bored that he’d forget he was counting my fate. 

These thoughts, though seemingly endless, had gotten us to the count of seven.  My arm, 

Saul’s intended target, was already beginning to ache. 

But that’s when the Pat Boone miracle happened. 

Saul had just counted “eight,” when the gym office door opened.  Out from this inner 

sanctum strolled not a man in white bucks, but one in black cleats: Coach Billy “Bomber” 

Brewer, who was also an itinerant Baptist preacher.  As the year went on, many guys in 

gym class would come to accuse “Bomber” of cheating, as he would call invisible fouls 

or interference whenever he had, or lost, the ball during the innumerable football and 

basketball games that composed most of our gym periods that year.  On this day, 

however, the gym grew quiet, not so much because he was standing there, but because of 

what he had in his hand: A three-foot long, solid wood board, which, supposedly, he had 

named “The Little Bomber,” after himself. 

To this day I’ve never figured out how he knew what was transpiring ninety feet from his 

office without being able to see through those plaster walls.  I suppose he knew that he 

had to account for Saul eventually and not let more than a couple of minutes go by 

without checking off his presence. 

Whatever the case, Coach Brewer walked straight to us, never wavering, never looking 

elsewhere. 
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“Saul, get down here right now and grab those ankles!”  

Saul, fist still poised above my already-wincing arm, had no excuse, no recourse. 

So he complied.  He descended the bleachers, walked right up to Coach, and bent over, 

grabbing those ankles in front of the entire gym class, God, and Pat Boone.  Then “The 

Little Bomber” went to work.  Three loud whacks that echoed like Bible thumps 

throughout the gym.  To his credit, Saul held firm, and when Coach said “Get up, and go 

back to your seat,” Saul did.  But first, he extended his hand to “Bomber” and said, “Hey! 

They were good ‘uns.” 

Saul left me alone after that.  Oh, he might occasionally speak in my direction:  

“You’re fat, you know that?” 

Of course, I did.   

The only other encounter we had occurred during our class spelling bee trials.  Since I 

was one of the champion class spellers, our teacher often allowed me to call out the 

words in practice sessions.  On one particular afternoon, as I was anticipating which 

words those standing in line were bound to get, I saw Saul waiting his turn.  My eyes 

skipped down the page to see the word he would be forced to spell. 

When his turn came, I looked him in the eye and called it out: 

“CONVERSION, Saul.” 

“Conversion.”  He looked puzzled for a moment.  Our eyes met again, and then he 

started: 

“C-O-N-V-E-R-… 

I waited, wondering.  And hoping. 

…S-I-O-N.” 

“That’s right,” I confirmed. 

Saul neither smiled nor nodded.  He merely took his place in the back of the line, waiting 

for his next word, or for the bell, or for something else that I would never understand.  I 

wondered whether he was proud of himself, and if that pride might translate into 

something greater if he could just spell the next word correctly.  I tried glancing down the 

list as my classmates struggled through “conversant” and “convoluted.”  But I didn’t have 

a chance to see what would happen, for the bell for last period rang then, and we were off 

to the greater glories of Reading Lab or Machine Shop which is where I lost Saul each 

day.  On this day, and this day only, I was actually a bit sad.   

He never converted, by the way. Maybe in part because his brother Paul had reconstituted 

himself by Saul’s standards into a “normal” student—meaning one who wanted to stick it 

out at least until high school.   

And yes, before school officially released us for the summer, I saw Saul’s switchblade.  It 

was during science class.  He had waited and waited, and finally, to impress Rennie 

Robinson, he brought it out, switched it open, and then, after maybe ten seconds, 

carefully closed it and returned it to his front left pocket.  It was all rather anti-climatic, 

for by that point in the year, I had already experienced too much.  I had even given a girl 

a box of candy for Valentine’s Day: Debbie Patterson who was rail-skinny and had the 

longest, waviest blond hair I had ever seen, and who claimed to be part Cherokee. 
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“See how crooked my nose is?  Just like an Indian!”  

Two days after I gave her the candy she broke up with me because “I never called her.”  

It really didn’t matter so much to me because at least I had one girlfriend in seventh 

grade. 

Besides, when Saul showed me that menacing switchblade, he also did something else 

that he had never done before. 

He called me by my name. 

SWITCH 

“That’s how you open it, Terry.” 

 Saul didn’t make it to the end of that school year.  He turned seventeen in April and so, 

as he pledged he would, he left us behind, journeying out into the Damascus of his life: A 

crossroads of glittering switchblade fame, a perpetual small-town rebellion. 

It might make a nice, Hollywood ending if I said I never heard from or saw him again.  

That way I could leave him painted as defiant, plagued, and maybe even repentant, in an 

adult and rehabilitated life. 

But I did see him again.  It was three or four years later, my high school years.  Shopping 

for Christmas at our local mall with my mother and brother, I looked up and coming out 

of WT Grant’s, I saw a man and a woman pushing a baby stroller.  The woman was a 

bleached blonde, a little heavy, but that could have been the after-effects of her 

pregnancy.  I had never seen her before.  But something looked familiar about the guy.  

He looked… would “beleaguered” be the right word?  “Haunted?”  I watched them for a 

minute as they strolled closer.  And then I knew it was Saul.  He had gained some weight.  

He had “settled,” so to speak.   

I imagined this little family taking their purchase from Grant’s or Super-X Drugs home, 

and gathering that night in front of their Motorola watching “The Movie of the Week.”  

Maybe they’re eating burgers or Dinty Moore Stew.  Maybe they have a beer or two and 

remember to give the baby his bottle.  And maybe they keep the knives they cut their 

burgers with safely out of the baby’s reach.  I’d like to think so anyway. 

I saw another movie unfold in those few moments, but I didn’t stare too long.  For I had 

seen crosses and switchblades in my small Alabama town.  And I had survived them all.   
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Address hyhyh by Eleanor Bennett  
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Boy  

 

of the scrubwashed face 

and sticks for hands 

who walked in alone  

from somewhere else. 

 

Boy who saw your 

mother kissing that 

man in the barn 

not sloppy drunk 

as your narrative 

consoled but sober 

eyed desperate. 

 

Boy moving  

amongst the trees 

with lantern, 

trembling star 

stealing sleep’s  

merciful 

tender lies. 

 

The exile. Byword. 

Not quite right. 

Boy. Snag in the 

town’s petticoat, 

stain rusted side  

of the parade  

sash’s proud title. 

 

- Jenn Blair 
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The Colored Tiles Fit 

 

The colored tiles fit 

In exactly the right way. 

 

Their smoothed edges lie close, 

Untouching. 

They look like lovers 

Yearning to be nearer but ultimately afraid. 

 

Nearness, reveals the seams, 

The rends and fissures, 

The absent colors, 

The broken moments, 

 

But at a distance, 

The space is gone. 

We are one. 

 

- Marc Janssen 
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The Boat’s Engine Turns and Growls 
 

The boat’s engine turns and growls. 

Thick steel cables slide into the green brine of the soul, 

And the gill net widens to entrap a whole life. 

 

The boat moves ahead at slow speed embracing everything 

Heart, mind, love. 

Electric winches reverse, cry out, and empty the catch of 

wiggling experience on the  rusty deck. 

Those to small are thrown back to grow. 

 

The large painful ones are taken below decks where they 

are beheaded, boned, and  shoved into the cartridges of 

pens. 

 

 

 -  Marc Janssen   
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WHAT? 
  

Lead leeches gold 

on human terms; otherwise, 

it's content to behave as lead 

oozing & spurting the strata. 

  

Tongue swallows gold tooth. 

  

For lunch the crow, distracted 

by dark-haired native women 

in anklets & bracelets 

splashing a Polynesian pond, 

forgets to flee lightning 

engulfing his white shed. 

  

Since then Albert King slices the skin 

or skein off our dreary psyches 

with a pitchfork guitar, 

puncturing postulations with thorns 

of discontent. 

  

The county fair with its furry 

stuffed who knows what they were 

critters...all fuzz...no bodies. 

  

Half your budget later 

you tackled the ride guaranteed 

to make you vomit like Donald Stratomeyer 

did all over Jill Dickerson & almost me. 

  

Blake's omniscient torso 

appears on a petroleum 

waste can in the teacher's lounge. 

No visage except for a muscular storm 
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melting Mussorgsky's Bald Mountain, 

dripping Willie's phenomenal breath 

down the torso of that petroleum 

waste can. 

  

Digital shot, god help us, of ghost images 

smearing the medicine cabinet mirror 

past right ear. 

  

Red pearls. Spokes inside high heels. 

Cyan gown vaporizing your barracuda body. 

Nothing's the same. 

  

If everything's the same. 

  

Ink-stained Nordstrum crewneck tee-shirt, 

ashes in the lava fields, 

perennial tsunamis, kingdoms, dominations 

by any other name, but military law, 

nevertheless, like a Rottweiler trained 

for guts first, throat second 

& liver as final reward. 

  

I thought the goldfinch mug 

would tap dust 

from the milkmaid's saffron shoulder, 

apparition of sunlight segmenting 

upper sewing window 

in a Vermeer masterpiece 

hanging inside vine-covered restaurants 

or on loan at the National Gallery. 

  

Turns out I was wrong. 
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Turns out the flock was due south 

& I due somewhere between this 

house of mirrors or that. Remember 

Donald Stratomeyer puking all over 

his date, barely missing me? 

Well, I've learned a lot since then. 

 

- Alan Britt 
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She is  
 

sorrow salted sea  

indigo haze 

morsel of moon 

fractured phrase  

and all things fleeting, 

habanero horizon  

ink-stained skin  

widdershins wave and  

words that melt  

on tattered tongue  

before they can be spilt 

spit into embers 

scarred, starred, 

sung.  

 

- De Jackson 
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ZAFTIG 
 

He finds three women posed for him, 

three in a row at the checkout 

counter to his place by the produce, 

he feels the fruit, what is fresh 

he furtively prods and pokes 

the one in middle, steady on 

her blue veined legs, unhappy 

with the wait displays her talent 

for petulance, looks first his way, 

then away as he slowly strokes 

his scraggily chin, aiming his 

critical eye at flesh awry, 

a bruise, a bump, an undersized 

breast, scratching his greasy crotch 

he weighs the other two, his thumb 

on the scale, thick cuts he thinks 

pushing the cart with his carcass 

past the cold meats, his table 

is waiting for him at his home, 

with a face across the food blind. 

 

- Ned Randle 
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Saving Grace 
  

I didn't go to Sunday School today 

because I love my teacher, Miss Hooker, 

more than I love God, which is probably 

a sin and I've sinned against both of them 

because I can't be true to either one 

and I hate when that happens, even though 

I think that this is the first time and I hope 

it will be that last. When she calls on me 

to lead the class in the Lord's Prayer, I 

  

always peek. I've got my head bowed and eyes 

down but I can't fight the temptation of 

seeing what she looks like with her glasses 

off and eyes closed, like mine, as I pretend 

she's fallen asleep in our living room 

and sometimes even in our bedroom, on 

our bed, while I'm undressing because 

we're married and I've just come home from work 

late and I don't want to disturb her and 

when I'm in my pajamas, I mean that's 

what grown men wear to bed, I'm only 10, 

Father does anyway but then he's old 

and so is Mother, they're both 38 

and Miss Hooker's sort of between us both, 

25 say, so maybe it's Satan 

  

I really love most and not her and not 

God or Jesus or the Holy Ghost so 

I'm better off staying away from both 

because God could strike me with a lightning 

bolt just as I'm entering the classroom 

and Miss Hooker might make an announcement 

before class and stick her left hand right in 
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front of our noses and show us the third 

finger and on it, even around it, 

would be wrapped the biggest, brightest diamond 

ring anybody has ever seen or 

will see again and then I'll know I've lost 

  

her to some other man, not that I'm one 

yet but it's bound to happen--in six years 

I'll be driving and shaving and have hair 

in places on me that are naked now. 

She'll be 31 then, still not too old 

to ask out on a date but even if 

she falls in love with me and we get spliced 

she's going to die before I do if 

I don't die first, of course, which could happen, 

it happens all the time, just not to me. 

And when she's gone I hope that God won't rub 

it in, her death I mean, and say, Let that 

be a lesson to you, Gale, for loving 

  

a human being more than you love Me. 

But I might tell Him, I'll never love You now, 

which will take guts that I don't have yet but 

by then I don't think I'll be so afraid 

and anyway haven't I not loved Him 

because I knew I wasn't good enough? 

I'll tell Him so and let Him chew on that 

even though I know He'll just get sore and 

probably send me to Hell, where I'll meet 

Satan, and after what I've been through here 

it might actually do me some good. 

That's why I'm upstairs reading comic books 

instead of in the classroom marveling 

  

at Miss Hooker, her red hair and green eyes 
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and freckles, and the good stories she tells 

about those old people with funny names 

back when folks saw a little more of God 

than they do now--it's like we're forgotten, 

so maybe I shouldn't be scared, maybe 

that's my saving grace, that God won't smite me 

because He just doesn't care anymore 

or leave us all to Jesus, Who promised 

to come back long before now. Where the Hell 

is He? And since I have to wait six years 

to take Miss Hooker out for a hot dog 

and since she'll be over 30 by then 

who's going to throw us a miracle 

  

but Satan? At least he's dependable. 

But I think maybe next week I'll return 

to Sunday School and after class approach 

Miss Hooker and explain my plight to her 

and ask her to hang on just six years more 

and see what she says--so I'll do God's work 

for Him, make a miracle the hard way, 

and if she turns me down flat-cold at least 

I'll know what's what but if she says, Maybe, 

you're a little young yet, Gale, wait and see, 

that will be as good as lying with her 

in our own bed and watching reruns of 

Bonanza while we're playing Crazy Eights 

and munching Jiffy Pop. Pure ecstasy. 

 

- Gale Acuff 
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Decorative Knot 
 

To be or not to be  

late to work? 

That is the question,  

 

answered only 

by how quickly  

the five-year-old can choose  

 

a “matching outfit.” 

The truck is running, 

the time has passed. 

 

Not Paris, not runway, 

not the House of Style. 

We are the house of not 

 

on time. I do my best not  

to scream at America’s 

Next Top Designer, 

 

offer help instead: 

“No polka dots with stripes, 

plaids, or tie-dye. 

 

An orange shirt and green  

pants make you look  

a little like a pumpkin. 

 

Put a t-shirt on 

under your sundress 

when it’s below zero.” 

 

At work I shrug  
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off the boss  

with, “fashion 

  

has my hands tied.”  
 

- TJ O’Donnell 
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Playing Doctor  
 

we played in the turret house  

where drapes flapped at windows  

like the false eyelashes of ghosts  

 

we crept up the winding stairs  

 

hush hush  

 

your yellow cotton candy hair  

stick legs in a plaid skort  

my bruises  

bathed in rags  

needed repair 

  

I laid on the examining table  

a broken corpse  

 

you planted the smartie like a seed  

in the soft creases  

of my mouth which had not yet spoken  

 

I held it tight inside me until it melted  

wanting so badly to be healed 

 

- Merrill Edlund 
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I Hate Cleaning Guns 
  

Why would I dream about fondling 

a powerful handgun? Escaping 

a windowless building requires 

  

shooting down a crowd of thugs, 

but the pistol doesn’t fire. A toy, 

or a prop. In the clean outdoors 

  

a mother hand-in-hand with child 

maybe five years old. I detect 

the reek of a pervert and warn 

  

the woman that trouble stalks 

her daughter. A man approaches. 

He cocks his head at the little girl 

  

and puts one hand in a pocket. 

I wave my handgun and his face 

rumples and fades. Orange light sickens 

  

the village, but it’s only dusk 

having its way with old brick walls. 

I’ve been awake for hours but 

  

the feel of that handgun, checkered 

walnut grips, glossy stainless steel, 

clings like grease. I’ve washed my hands, 

  

but I can’t explain escaping 

that windowless building without 

shooting anyone. I thought, 

  

if I fire this gun I must clean it 
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so the barrel doesn’t rust.  I hate 

cleaning guns: the bore brush, 

  

the solvent that reeks like the breath 

of that prowling molester. Even 

dry cleaning patches offend me 

  

with the little smirk they make 

when thrust down the barrel.  I fear 

that text time I’ll forget to unload                    

  

that dream object. Then it will fire 

without warning, exploding itself 

in a sunset-orange display, 

  

gnashing shrapnel into brickwork 

and leaving me wounded and snarling 

in a whirlpool of sweaty sheets. 

 

 

- William Doreski 
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At Last, Heaven 
 

I am so much like the darkness 

I spoke last night.  There were 

stars burning my tongue, and 

I could almost touch the hems 

of clouds that lingered at the 

river’s edge.  You know that 

river, so wide and so sluggish 

you think it carries your entire 

life and the lives and dreams 

of everyone you’ve ever known. 

I spoke darkness and water, 

I spoke fishes darting in the 

shallows amid the reeds 

that sang in the wind. Yes, 

there was music in my sleep 

beyond the syllables of my 

singed tongue, beyond anything 

I might have previously known 

in my waking life.  Words, fish, 

darkness, rivers, dreams, clouds 

swimming in the liquid deep, 

looking for sentences to shape 

them, looking for meaning 

in the rushing syntax of current 

and night.  The water was muddy 

and warm.  Small towns sparkled 

from the river banks, which themselves 

climbed away toward pastures and fields 

where families slept in that moonlit sea 

and dreamed constellations singing down, 

and dreamed angels singing down, until 

the whole night became a chorus  

that I was speaking into, one voice 
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amid the dreaming many, one spirit 

among the multitudes who turn in sleep 

to seek our god.  In daylight we live 

 

the illusion of our separate lives, 

venture forth to work the fields, 

or tend to machines in the great 

factories, or we march to gleaming 

towers in humming cities where each 

day we are wounded in ways  

we could not have imagined in our dreams 

the night before when our voices were lost in the river 

until every part of us was lost in the river, 

until all that remained was the hymn of night 

and water, until our spirits danced like fireflies, 

until the lights of our insect bellies diminished, 

until, until, I became all of you and all of you 

became me, until all of our voices bled into 

the very song the night had been singing. 

 

- Jesse Millner 
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Orange Like Rust 
  

After the fire, the trees 

on the edge of the burn ground 

did not lose their leaves. 

They died like November 

  

in the middle of May, 

but the leaves held— 

not green like the forest they were. 

Not fallen with a promise 

  

to return, just dry 

and full of holes where ash 

had landed. Dry and orange 

like a construction zone. 

  

Orange like rust, like cinder, 

orange like the fruit my father threw 

above my head when I was five. 

Fruit that splattered 

  

against white kitchen cabinets 

and dripped with desire to be 

someplace else. The fruit fell 

back hard, hit granite. 

  

Peel separate from meat. 

Pulp painted the wall 

and spilled onto the floor 

where I knew to clean it up. 
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The nectar stuck. 

The fruit leaked and trickled 

as if to say, Don’t worry, honey. 

There’s still more juice. 

 

- Haley Van Heukelom 
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Mood 

 

Blue is the quiet at the center  

of stone, ancient as first water  

and the silence inhabiting words. 

Blue is the bruise later, with a little green  

and yellow mixed in. But when I say I feel blue  

what bruise is this?  

 

It’s a bright day and I’m looking through  

the wrong end of the telescope again. 

Which is to say I’m feeling blue  

but it will pass, like the blue cloth of sky  

that darkens and cracks into stars. 

 

- Lisa Zimmerman 
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What’s Hidden 

  

is there for good reason. Protected.  Infinite. 

Where time lavishes kisses because she wants to,  

because she can. There is no decoding, no spectral key. 

What’s underneath is lock-free and rarified 

like a library on fire, a diary in Braille. 

It’s why I lie beside you night after night 

just to hear you breathing, just 

to hear you breathe. 

 

- Lisa Zimmerman 
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Annunciation 
 

Lifting the bucket from the well that morning 

 a great arc of feathers caught 

  in the water’s bright mirror.  

 

At the edge of the garden, thin gold leaves  

 of sunlight drift across her hands— 

  she turns— 

   and turning toward 

the enormous wing-crushed silence she feels 

 a leap of fear under her breasts 

  and a blue radiance enters. 

 

And now this tender, terrible stirring— 

 a wind from elsewhere, a distant erasure. 

 

 

- Lisa Zimmerman 
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Wheels by Nathan Randal  
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